THE TREATY OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION
BETWEEN THE KINGDOM OF RUTHENIA AND
THE KINGDOM OF GASTON

To all parties in signature, in face of the international conventions drafted in the name of
peace and co-operation between the states, it is the obligation of nations in signature of
TREATY OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION to follow these regulations and procedures and for
the leaders of the state to pursuit peace and understanding of both nations beyond their regular
station.

Article I
It shall be established that in this document, the sovereignty and independence of the
KINGDOM OF GASTON and the KINGDOM OF RUTHENIA shall not be infringed or
abridged in the name of furthering either state’s station.
Article II
Through the signing of the TREATY OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION, the KINGDOM OF
GASTON and the KINGDOM OF RUTHENIA shall formally recognize the sovereignty and
independence of both states until dissolution of one (or all) of the states.
Article III
It is through this mutual recognition, in which both states of KINGDOM OF GASTON and
KINGDOM OF RUTHENIA establish formal diplomatic and economic relations in respect to
aforementioned conventions and declarations of the UNITED NATIONS.
Article IV
Through this recognition of diplomatic relations, it shall be established that both states remain
separate and equal as independent states with regard to national legislature and foreign affairs,
that that this document establishes relations between only nations that sign the treaty.
Article V
Herein this document it shall be established that the relationship acknowledged by both states
is unbinding until dissolution of a state or passage of opposing legislature is passed within a

national house of representatives, and that the establishment of these ties shall be based on the
recognition of human rights.

Article VI
Both states acknowledge these relationships to be built on co-operation and perpetual peace
between each state, and that the independent citizens of both nations respect and recognize the
sovereignty, laws, and conventions of the other.
Article VII
This treaty shall formally come into effect one week following the signing and ratification of
the document by either nation’s independent national legislature, or alternate representative
bodies, and the heads of state.

I, Oscar the First, by the Grace of God, King of the Ruthenians; Grand Duke of Escandia,
Grand Duke of Grevenia and Caledonia, Prince de Thomaz-Rocha, Count of Götzö, Duke of
Persenburg-Götzödorf, Lord of Alto da Solidão, Hereditary Prince of Água Branca and Other
Domains, Prince of the Land of St. Stephen and Duke of the Land of St. Peter and St. Paul,
Marquis of Arpuro and Duke of Grand Savage, Grand Duke of Imvrassia, Baron von Goëtzën
of Abeldane and Grand-Master of Royal Order of St. Stephen and of the Orders of St. Peter
and St. Paul, accept the conditions of this treaty and pledge to uphold the conditions herein.

HRM. the King of the Ruthenians

